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FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Cap Energy, LLC (“CAP”), through its attorneys, Beatty & Wozniak, P.C., states for its First Amended Complaint against the Defendant as follows:

PARTIES
1. CAP Energy, LLC, is a Colorado limited liability company in good standing, and is located at 5200 W. 20th Street, Greeley, Colorado 80634.
2. B. P. Allaire, upon information and belief, is a resident of the State of California.  Allaire’s mailing address is 10940 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 2300, Los Angeles, CA 
90024.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
3. Jurisdiction in this Court is reasonable and proper under Article VI of the Colorado Constitution and C.R.S. § 13-1-124(a), (b), and (c), 2018, because this 
action arises out of CAP and Allaire’s transaction of business within the state and the transfer of real-property assets from CAP to Allaire in accordance with the 
terms of the parties’ contract.  This action also arises from Allaire’s fraudulent conduct directed at and impacting CAP in Colorado.
4. Further, Colorado law governs the claims in this case.  The contract at issue was to be performed in Colorado and pertains to the transfer of real-property 
interests from CAP to Allaire.  In the course of consummating that transaction, Allaire fraudulently misrepresented that he was acting on behalf of a dissolved 
entity, Foothills Exploration, LLC.  That fraudulent conduct was directed at CAP, which is a Colorado company with its principal place of business in the state.  By 
contrast, California’s, or any other state’s, interest in this matter arises from Allaire’s apparent residency in California.  Neither the contract at issue nor Allaire’s 
fraud was intended to produce effects in California or was directed towards California. 
5. Venue is proper in this Court in accordance with Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure 98(a) and (c)(1) & 5 because: (a) Allaire is a non-resident of Colorado; (b) 
the case involves a breach-of-contract claim; (c) the real property at issue is located in Rio Blanco County, Colorado; and (d) the breach of contract and fraud at 
issue occurred in Colorado.  Therefore, CAP properly designated Rio Blanco County as the venue for this suit.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
The Assignment
6. Allaire and CAP are both sophisticated parties involved in the oil and gas industry.
7. On March 21, 2018, Foothills Exploration, LLC (“Foothills”) executed and returned to CAP an Assignment, Conveyance and Bill of Sale (“Assignment”).
8. The Assignment is effective as of January 1, 2018, although CAP did not countersign the Assignment until March 23, 2018.
9. Allaire executed the Assignment as the Manager of Foothills.
10. At the time of that Foothills and CAP purportedly entered into the Assignment, Foothills, a Nevada limited liability company, was dissolved.  
11. CAP was not aware that Foothills was dissolved at the time it executed the Assignment.
12. Allaire also did not reveal that Foothills was not a viable entity prior to executing the Assignment.
13. As of the filing of this First Amended Complaint, Foothills has not been revived or reorganized as an entity in Nevada or any other state.
14. CAP relied on the existence of Foothills as a viable and duly organized limited liability company in deciding to execute the Assignment.
15. If CAP had known that Foothills was dissolved, it would not have entered into the Assignment.
16. The Assignment provides for the sale of all of CAP’s right, title and interest in certain oil and gas leases, wells, and other interests located in Rio Blanco 
County, Colorado (the “Interests”).  The leases assigned to Foothills cover the following lands:

Township 2 South, Range 103 West, 6th P.M.
Section 17: SW/4
Section 18: SE/4
Section 19: Lots 1-2, NE/4, E/2NW/4, SE/4
Section 20: NW/4

Referenced as the “Lands.”
17. There is at least one producing oil and gas well located on the Lands.
18. Because Foothills did not exist at the time of the Assignment’s execution Allaire is personally liable under the Assignment.  Thus, Allaire is the owner of the 
Interests. 
The Three-Way Negotiations
19. The Assignment is a product of a three-way negotiation between Allaire, CAP, and an entity called Xtreme Energy Company (“Xtreme”).
20. Xtreme originally owned the Interests among a variety of other oil and gas assets outside the State of Colorado.
21. CAP was not interested in acquiring the Interests from Xtreme.  It learned, however, that Foothills was interested in acquiring those assets, which prompted 
both parties to contact Xtreme about selling the Interests and its other non-Colorado oil and gas assets.
22. In light of CAP and Foothills’ differing interests in the assets of Xtreme, the parties settled on an arrangement in which CAP would acquire the Interests and 
Xtreme’s non-Colorado assets and then sell the Interest to Foothills.  This deal structure reduced the complexity of the individual assignments.
23. As a further result of that transaction structure, CAP never obtained the Bureau of Land Management’s (“BLM”) approval to assume operatorship of the well 
and federal oil and gas leases sold to Foothills subject to the Assignment.  CAP owned the Interests for only a brief moment.
Allaire’s Breach of the Assignment
24.  Nevertheless, under the Assignment, Foothills expressly agreed to execute all instruments or conveyances necessary to effectuate the transfer of the 
Interests to Foothills.
25. In particular, the Assignment between CAP and Foothills explicitly acknowledged that the approval of certain governmental agencies may be required, 
including the BLM, in order to finalize the transfer of the Interests to Foothills. 
26. Consequently, CAP agreed to obtain, prepare, and execute any documents necessary for the approval of any governmental agencies to effectuate the 
transfer of the Interests to Foothills.
27. Foothills likewise agreed to countersign any such documents provided by CAP, including the documents transferring Xtreme’s and CAP’s rights in any federal 
oil and gas leases, and to file the same with the appropriate governmental agency.
28. Foothills or rather Allaire failed to comply with its obligations under the Assignment.
29. CAP repeatedly provided Foothills with the executed documentation necessary to secure the transfer of the Interests to Foothills. 
30. CAP also provided Foothills a Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (“COGCC”) Form 10 – Change of Operator form, which is necessary to 
designate Foothills as the operator of the well it acquired through the Assignment. 
31. Foothills never executed nor submitted those forms to the BLM or the COGCC despite receiving multiple letters from CAP transmitting those documents to 
Foothills.
32. CAP now faces the prospect of legal action by Xtreme for any regulatory violations pertaining to the well sold to Foothills because Foothills has not trans-
ferred operatorship of that well from Xtreme to itself.  CAP faces a similar threat of legal action arising from Xtreme’s continued status as the operator of record 
with BLM for the federal oil and gas leases at issue.
33. All conditions precedent to the filing of this First Amended Complaint have occurred or have been waived or excused.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment)

34. CAP incorporates paragraphs 1 through 33 of this First Amended Complaint by reference as though fully set forth herein.
35. At the time CAP executed the Assignment Foothills was a dissolved Nevada entity.
36. Foothills is and remains a dissolved entity.
37. Because Foothills did not exist at the time of the Assignment’s execution Allaire is personally liable under the Assignment.  Thus, Allaire is the owner of the 
Interests and obligated to perform all of the obligations of Foothills under the Assignment.
38. A present controversy exists between Allaire and CAP regarding Allaire’s personal liability under the Assignment.  
39. CAP, therefore, requests that the Court declare that Allaire is liable under the Assignment, the owner of the Interests, and obligated to perform under the 
Assignment.  CAP also requests such other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Specific Performance)

40. CAP incorporates paragraphs 1 through 39 of this First Amended Complaint by reference as though fully set forth herein.
41. The Assignment is a valid and enforceable contract between CAP and Allaire.
42. Because Foothills did not exist at the time of the Assignment’s execution Allaire is personally liable under the Assignment.  Thus, Allaire is the owner of the 
Interests and obligated to perform all of the obligations of Foothills under the Assignment.
43. CAP fully performed under the Assignment by transferring the Interests to Foothills and providing the necessary documentation for Foothills to designate itself 
as the lessee and operator of record with the BLM and the operator of record with the COGCC.
44. Allaire, as the owner of the Interests, breached the Assignment by failing to designate himself as the lessee and operator of record with the BLM and as the 
operator of record with the COGCC.
45. Under the terms of the Assignment, Allaire is obligated to designate himself as the lessee and operator of record with the BLM and as the operator of record 
with the COGCC.
46. CAP does not have an adequate alternative legal remedy to specific performance that is capable of curing the harm resulting and likely to result from Allaire’s 
breach of the Assignment.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Contract)

47. CAP incorporates paragraphs 1 through 46 of this First Amended Complaint by reference as though fully set forth herein.
48. The Assignment is a valid and enforceable contract between CAP and Allaire.
49. CAP fully performed under the Assignment by transferring the Interests to Foothills and providing the necessary documentation for Foothills to designate itself 
as the lessee and operator of record with the BLM and as the operator of record with the COGCC.
50. Allaire, as the owner of the Interests, breached the Assignment by failing to designate himself as the lessee and operator of record with the BLM and as the 
operator of record with the COGCC.
51. As a direct and proximate result of Allaire’s breach of the Assignment, CAP has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Rescission for Fraud and Restitution)

52. CAP incorporates paragraphs 1 through 51 of this First Amended Complaint by reference as though fully set forth herein.
53. Allaire consciously and substantially mislead CAP to believe that Foothills was a viable entity at all times before and after he executed the Assignment as the 
agent for Foothills.
54. As set forth above, Foothills was dissolved at the time Allaire executed the Assignment on its behalf, and remains so to the present.
55. CAP requests this Court judicially decree the Assignment rescinded and void ab initio on account of Allaire’s fraud.
56. As a direct and proximate result of this fraud in inducing CAP to execute the Assignment, CAP requests the Court enter a judicially decreed rescission of the 
Assignment.
57. CAP is entitled to rescission for fraud and restitution in the amount of disgorgement of Allaire’s net profits to prevent Allaire’s unjust enrichment in an amount 
to be proven at trial, or as otherwise permitted by law or equity.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Equitable Rescission and Restitution)

58. CAP incorporates paragraphs 1 through 57 of this First Amended Complaint by reference as though fully set forth herein.
59. Allaire has made conscious and substantial breaches of the Assignment.
60. Allaire’s conscious and substantial breaches of the Assignment have resulted in irreparable injury to CAP.
61. CAP’s damages are inadequate, difficult, or impossible to assess.
62. As a result, CAP seeks equitable rescission of the Assignment.
63. CAP is entitled to equitable rescission and restitution in the amount of disgorgement of Allaire’s net profits to prevent Allaire’s unjust enrichment in an amount 
to be proven at trial, or as otherwise permitted by law or equity.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, CAP respectfully requests that this Court enter judgment as follows:
(a) For CAP and against Allaire on its clam for declaratory judgment; and
(b) For CAP and against Allaire on its claim for specific performance of the Assignment; and
(c) For CAP and against Allaire on its claim for breach of the Assignment; 
(d) For CAP and against Allaire on its rescission claims (fraud and equitable rescission); 
(e) For CAP on its claim for restitution and/or damages; and
(f) For further relief to which CAP is legally or equitably entitled as this Court deems just and equitable, including the award of attorneys’ fees and costs under 
C.R.S. § 13-17-102.
Respectfully submitted this 5th day of November, 2019.
Original signature on file in the offices of Beatty & Wozniak, P.C.
s/ Karen L. Spaulding
Karen L. Spaulding, #16547
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Attorneys for Cap Energy, LLC
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